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ABSTRACT 
A horizontal  two-way t i m e  comparison l i n k  i n  air  between 
the University of Maryland laser ranging and t i m e  t ransfer  
equipment a t  the Goddard Optical Research Fac i l i ty  (GORF) 1.2 
m telescope and the Time Services Division of the U.S. Naval 
Observatory (USNO) has been established. Flat  mirrors of 25 
c m  and 30 cm diameter respectively have been placed on top of 
the Washington Cathedral and on a water tower a t  the  
Bel t sv i l le  Agricultural -search Center since direct l i ne  of 
sight transmission is not possible. The bent path has a one- 
way distance of 26 Ian. Two optical  corner re f lec tors  a t  the 
USNO, ident ica l  t o  those placed on the  Moon during the  Apollo 
program, reflect the laser pulses back t o  the GORF. 
Light pulses of 100 ps duration and an energy of several  
hundred microjoules from a neodymium-YAG laser, frequency- 
doubled t o  a wavelength of 532 mn (green) are sent  a t  a rate 
of 10 pulses per second. The detection a t  the USNO is by 
means of an RCA C30902E avalanche photodiode and the  timing 
is accomplished by an HP 5370A computing counter and an HP 
1000 computer w i t h  respect t o  a 10 pps pulse t r a i n  from the 
Master Clock. 
The reflected l i g h t  is  detected back a t  the  1.2 m 
telescope a t  the s ingle  photoelectron leve l  and the epoch of 
reception is recorded by a University of Maryland designed 
event timer attached t o  a NOVA 2/10 minicomputer. About 100 
detection events are  recorded for  1000 pulses transmitted. 
The outgoing pulses have t h e i r  epoch of transmission recorded 
by the same event t i m e r ,  which is driven by an HP cesium beam 
frequency standard. 
* This work has been supported by the U.S. Naval Observatory and the  Office 
of Naval Research under contract  NO00 14-78-C-0338. The following members  of 
the Time Services Division of the  USNO have participated act ively i n  the 
experiments: G.M.R. Winkler, W. Klepczynski, K. mtkovich, A. Kubik, P. 
Wheeler and D. Chalmera. 
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The Einstein prescription is used t o  relate the  epoch of 
the  received event a t  the USNO t o  the the 
transmitted and received events a t  the dure 
is  independent of the delays i n t  duced by the atmosphere. 
The standard deviation for  100 comparisons is typical ly  200 
t o  400 ps. The corresponding standard deviation of the mean 
is 20 t o  40 ps. W e  are st i l l  working on the  cal ibrat ion 
accuracy which a t  present is 1 t o  2 ns, established by a 
portable clock t r i p .  
The l ink  w a s  t o  have been a near real t i m e  connection 
with the USNO during our planned par t ic ipat ion i n  the LASSO 
experiment. The l ink is also serving t o  provide experience 
for  the high accuracy short  pulse laser time t ransfer  par t  of 
the Space Time and Frequency Transfer (STIFT) experiment t o  
be discussed a t  t h i s  PTTI meeting. 
INTRODUCTION 
There have been two major purposes for  the experiments described i n  t h i s  
paper. 
1)  To gain additional p rac t i ca l  experience with the short  laser l i g h t  
pulse technique of t i m e  comparison between remote clocks. The method w a s  
pioneered i n  atomic clock experiments with a i r c r a f t  which measured the  e f f ec t  
of gravitational potent ia l  on t i m e .  It w i l l  be used i n  both the  Laser 
-chronization from Stat ionary grbit (LASSO) and the *ace T i m e -  and 
Frequency Transfer (STIFTI3 experiments, i f  these are carr ied out. The 
technique offers  the most accurate pract ical  means of remote t i m e  comparison. 
2 )  To provide a l ink t o  the  USNO from the  GORF 1.2 m e t e r  telescope t o  
f a c i l i t a t e  t i m e  comparison with Western Europe during the LASSO experiment. 
The fa i lu re  on 20 September 1982 of the t h i r d  stage of the  ARIANE rocket 
carrying the SIRIO-2 satellite with the LASSO instrumentation has prevented 
t h i s  experiment from being performed. The LASSO par t ic ipants  have been 
informed by PI Berlin, the project  manager fo r  the SIRIO-2 satellite, and B. 
C. 0. Alley, "Relativity and Clocks", Proceedings --- of the 33rd Annual 
Symposium on Frequency Control, U . S .  Army Electronic Research and Development 
Command, Fort Manmouth, N J ,  pp. 4-39A (1979). Copies available from Elec -  
t ron ic  Industries Association, 2001 Eye Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20006. 
B.E.H. Serene, "Progress of t he  LASSO Experiment,'' Proceedings of the  
Twelfth Annual Precise Time and T i m e  Interval  (PTTI) Applications Planning 
NASA Conference Publication 2175. pp 307-327, December 2-4, 1980. 
R. Decher, D.W. Allan, C.O. Alley, C. Baugher, B.J. Duncan, R.F.C. Vessot, 
and G.M.R. Winkler, "High-Accuracy Global T i m e  and Frequency Transfer with a 
Space-Borne Hydrogen Maser Clock", Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Pre- 
---- cise Time and T i m e  Interval  (PTTI) Applications and Planning Meetinq, November 
30 - December 2, 1982. To be published as a NASA Conference Publication. 
F-= 
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Serene I the  project  manager f o r  SSO, t ha t  there  is  act ive consideration now 
being given within the European Space Agency t o  f ly ing  a new SIRIO-2B 
satell i te with LASSO instrumentation, using exis t ing engineering test 
equipment, If the decision is favorable, and another ARIANE launch can be 
arranged, perhaps the LASSO experiment can be performed i n  about two years. 
THE SHORT LIGHT PULSE TIME TRANSFER TECHNIQUE 
Einstein8s Prescription 
The idea of using short  l i g h t  pulses t o  compare the readings of separated 
clocks is one of the  conceptual foundations of r e l a t i v i t y  contained i n  
Einstein 's  o r ig ina l  paper.4 It is remarkable t h a t  the advent of lasers with 
t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  produce very short  pulses of l i g h t  has allowed the method t o  
be implemented as perhaps the most accuracte means of remote t i m e  comparison. 
The method is i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  the  spacetime diagram of Figure 1. In an 
i n e r t i a l  system i n  the absence of an atmosphere, the speed of l i gh t  is 
(1)  8 c fl 2.9979 x 10 m/s  = 30 cm/ns, 
so t h a t  for the uni t s  shown, the l igh t  l i nes  have a slope of 45O f o r  an 
outgoing pulse and -45O for  an incoming pulse, representing the  same veloci ty  
i n  each direction.* I f  a pulse is sent  out a t  t i m e  tl, ref lected from a 
d is tan t  point a t  t i m e  t, and received back a t  t i m e  t3, then t2, the midpoint 
i n  t i m e  between tl and t3, is t o  be ident i f ied with t, according t o  Einstein: 
t2 = t l  + (t, - t 1 ) / 2  = (tl + t 3 ) / 2  = t. ( 2 )  
Also, the distance x is given by the radar equation from the difference 
between measured epochs t l  and t3: 
x = (t3 - t l )  4 2 .  (3 )  
The ef fec t  of the atmosphere is t o  reduce the speed of l i gh t  from c t o  
c/n, where n is the  index of refraction. (The detai led physics leading t o  
t h i s  r e su l t  is ra ther  complex and not widely known, but w i l l  not be discussed 
here. ) ' The value of n depends on the frequency of the l i g h t ,  the atmospheric 
pressure, the temperature, and the  composition of the atmosphere, including 
A. Einstein, "Zur Elektrodynamik B e w e g t e r  ICtfrper," Annalen der Physik, 17, 
1905. A t rans la t ion  in to  English is available: "On the Electrodynamics of 
Moving Bodies ,I' i n  - The Principle  of Relativity,  Collection of Original 
Papers on the Special and G e n e r a l x e o r y  of Relativity,  t ranslated by We 
Perrett and G. B. Jefferey, Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 1952. 
* In  a coordinate system attached t o  the surface of our ro ta t ing  Earth, which 
is not an i n e r t i a l  system, the  speed i n  the  East-West d i rect ion d i f f e r s  from 
t h a t  i n  the West-East  d i rect ion by about ~ x I O - ~  a t  the  equator. In  the 




Fig. 1, The Einstein Prescription. 
the partial pressure of water vapor. (The dependence on water vapor is tar 
smaller €or optical frequencies than for microwave and radio frequencies.) 
The atmosphere thus produces an additional time delay for the light pulse on 
as shown in the way out, T , and a corresponding delay on the way in, T 
Figure 1. Thc?%nstein prescriptions for determining the coordinates ( t, x) 
of the reflection event as expressed in equations (2) and (3) now become 
in 
t = [(t,- T out + (t3+ Tin)]/2 (tl+ t3)/2 + (Tin- T out )/2 ( 4 )  
nearly cancel 
x = [(t3+ Tin) - (tl' T out 1 - (Tin+ Tout)] c/2 
measured round trip time additive 
( 5 )  
Note that for the time determination in equation (41, the atmospheric delays, 
occur as a difference. They are essentially the same and will 
distant event Iry the midpoint in time between emitted and the received 
(reflected) pulse is .essentially unaffected by the atmosphere. 
near 'Io? y and cance e The Einstein prescription for determininq the time of a 
This is to be contrasted with the effect of the atmosphere on the 
P and T must be subtracted. z& accurate distance measurement requires 
distance determination, equation ( 5 )  , in which the sum of the delays 
that the atmospheric delays be known. out in --
An added advantage of the light pulse method of determining the time of a 
distant clock with respect to a local clock is that the motion of the distant 
clock does not have to be considered in the comparison between the local 
midpoint event and the distant reflection event, There are no Doppler effect 
complications. 
However, if the distance between the clocks is not changing, one can use 
the radar delay to determine the one-way time difference. This is helpful 
when the returned light pulse is so weak that single photo-electron detection 
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Fig. 2. The path of the laser  beam across Washington. 
is required. Under these circumstances the ref lected pulse a t  t3 w i l l  not be 
recorded for  each shot, but only with a cer ta in  probabili ty,  perhaps one i n  
ten.  This w i l l  be discussed i n  the l a t e r  section on the analysis of typical  
data. 
Path Across Washington and Atmospheric Effects 
The actual path of the l i g h t  pulses from the 1.2 m telescope a t  the  
Goddard Optical Research Fac i l i t y  t o  the dome on the roof of the Time Services 
Building a t  the  U.S. Naval Observatory where two lunar type corner r e f l ec to r s  
and a detector are located is shown i n  Figure 2. A direct l i ne  of s igh t  is 
not possible because of the topography of the Washington area, but a 30 c m  
f l a t  mirror on a w a t e r  tower a t  the Bel t sv i l le  Agricultural Research Center 
and a 25 cm f l a t  mirror on the top of the National Cathedral ( the  highest 
point i n  the Washington area) allow a connection. The approximate l i g h t  
t r ave l  t i m e s  and distances fo r  the several legs are given on the map. The 
t o t a l  one-way l i g h t  t rave l  t i m e  is 87 microseconds corresponding t o  a total  
5 one-way distance of 26 h. The value of the  atmospheric index of re f rac t ion  
fo r  green l i gh t  of 532 nm wavelength from the frequency-doubled neodymium YAG 
C.W. Allen, Astrophysical Quantities, the University of London Athlone 
Press, London, Second Edition, 1955, pp 119f. This reference contains many 
useful tables  and formulas f o r  the opt ical  index of refraction. 
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laser, for a pres ure of 760 m of gr for a temperature of 150 C ,  and for 
water vapor pressure of mm of Hg is given by 
n - 1 = 0.000277 (6) 
and produces a one-way atmospheric delay of 24 nanoseconds. This does not 
matter for the Einstein prescription, as discussed above. Other atmospheric 
effects do cause experimental troubles, however. 
If the "visibility" as quoted for the Washington National Airport is less 
than five or six miles, we cannot detect reflected light over the 52 km round- 
trip path even at the single photo-electron detection sensitivity for our 
several hundred microjoule pulses of green light. 
Instabilities in the atmosphere associated with a changing vertical 
temperature gradient, which often occur a cloudless cold night after a warm 
day, require frequent adjustment of the pointing of the 1.2 m telescope to 
keep the narrow laser beam on the water tower mirror. This bending of the 
light is similar to mirage effects. The laser beam is about 2 cm in diameter 
aB it leaves the telescope, expanding to about 45 cm over the 3.3 km path to 
the water tower. At the cathedral the beam is 200 to 300 cm wide and 
dcintillations are observed - a changing mottled pattern - caused by the non- 
uniformity of the atmosphere in the transverse dimension of the beam during 
the 21.6 km path to the cathedral. Changing vertical temperature gradients 
also require occasional angular adjustment of the water tower mirror to keep 
the beam on the cathedral mirror. At the USNO the laser beam has a horizontal 
extent of about 15 cm and a vertical extent of about 25 cm, the projected 
dimensions of the cathedral mirror as it intercepts the beam. 
Methods of Aligning the Mirrors 
It has proven necessary during a time transfer to have people at the 
various locations to make the initial mirror alignments and to maintain them: 
one person at the USNO, one person at the cathedral, and two persons at the 
water tower. Three persons are needed at the telescope to operate it, the 
Laser, and the computer, and to coordinate all the activities. A telephone 
has been installed at each location and a conference call is arranged during 
each time transfer exercise to allow the necessary communications. 
The most difficult adjustment is the initial alignment of the water tower 
and cathedral mirrors. A very elegant and fast method of accomplishing this 
was finally devised by D. G. Currie, J. V. Mullendore, C. A. Steggerda, and C .  
0. Alley, at the University of Maryland. The idea derives from methods used 
to direct narrow laser beams to a specific location on the Moon.6 The method 
uses a high quality 38 mmn diameter circular corner reflector identical to 
C.0.  Alley, "Laser Ranging to btro-Reflectors on the Moon as a Test of 
Theories of Gravity," in Quantum Optics, htp erimental Gravitation, 
Bbasuremnt Theory, edited by P. Meystre and M.O. Scully, Plenum Publishing 
Corporation, New York (1983). 
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Fig. 3. Optical arrangement €or the telescope which looks forward and 
backward at the same time. 
Fig. 4, Picture of the forward and ba rd looking telescope. 
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those placed on the Moon, together with an Edmund Scientific Company 
Celestial/Terrestrial 60 mm objective 
the arrangement.. It allows one to look f 
timee A corner reflector has the property that an entering ray of light is 
reflected three times at three orthogonal mirrors, emerging at a diametrically 
opposed point with a reversed propagation vector. When the reflector is 
mounted as shown, halfway across the entrance pupil of the telescope, the view 
from behind is superposed on the normal lescope . 
Coarse adjustment of the mirror is achieved and the 
GORF telescope dome during daylight, bri ope dome into 
coincidence with the corner of the cathedral spire. Fine adjustinent is done 
at night by superposing the image of the attenuated laser beam on the image of 
an incandescent light placed at the cathedral mirror. Once this is done, the 
laser beam is guaranteed to hit the cathedral mirror. An even finer angular 
adjustment can now be accomplished by temporarily placing a corner reflector 
at the cathedral mirror and observing the reflection from it in the 60 mm 
telescope (after rotating its corner reflector out of the way) adjusting the 
water tower mirror to maximize the intensity. A picture of the forward and 
backward looking telescope is shown as Figure 4. 
For the water tower mirror, this procedure with the two-way telescope and 
lights must be done before each time transfer exercise since the alignment 
does not stay constant. We believe that both the changing water level in the 
tank and the temperature changes in the structure cause the angular changes in 
the mirror. Carrying the equipment to the top of the tower, setting it up, 
and making the adjustments usually requires about a half-hour. For the 
cathedral mirror, the two-way telescope is used only rarely since the mounting 
of the mirror is very stable, and the optical "lever arm" to the USNO is only 
1.2 Ian. Usually, an adjustment of only 30 to 60 cm in translation is needed. 
This is accomplished by observing the position of the green light from the 
laser on the back of the dome, and adjusting the cathedral mirror until the 
detector/reflector combination casts a shadow in the middle of the green 
spot. The propagation vector reversal of the corner reflectors adjacent to 
the detector at the USNO causes the reflected light to retrace the path back 
to the telescope at the GORF. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EQUIPMENT 
Laser and Timing Instrumentation at the GORF 
At the 1.2 m telescope a frequency doubled neodymium YAG laser produces 
100 picosecond duration pulses of green light at 532 nm, each with an energy 
of about 0.5 millijoule. For the time transfer experiments the repetition 
rate is set at 10 pps to match the 10 pps master clock pulse train at the 
USNO, although the laser is capable of operating at 30 pps. This laser is 
described in detail in a recent paper7 and is the same one that was used in 
C. 0. Alley, "Proper Time Experiments in Gravitational Fields with Atomic 
Clocks, Aircraft, and Laser Light Pulses." in puantum optics, Experimental 
Gravitation, and Measurement Theory, edited by P. Meystre and M. 0. Scully, 
Plenum Publishing Corporation, New York (1983). 
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.SmJ In 100 pSec I @ 30 ppr 
OPTICAL SYSTEM 
Fig. 5. Coupling of laser and 
detector t o  the telescope. 
Elevation ------- 
Fig. 6 .  Path of the laser beam 
through the telescope. 
the a i r c ra f t  atomic clock r e l a t iv i ty  experiments (reference 1). The opt ical  
system for  coupling the laser t o  the telescope and for detecting the reflected 
light is shown i n  Figure 5. The pulse from the laser is l inearly polarized 
w i t h  the electric vector vertical .  It therefore reflects from the multi-layer 
thin f i lm polarizer and passes thlcough a quarter-wave plate  which converts the 
l inea r  polarization to circular polarization. The pulse is reflected off- 
center from a 4 5 O  bending mirror (M6 i n  Figure 61, allowing it t o  proceed 
through the telescope optics as  shown i n  Figure 6, emerging w i t h  a diameter of 
about 2 cm from the annular region between the edge of the primary mirror M 1  
and the edge of the secondary mirror M2. 
The returning l igh t  has suffered some depolarization, but is st i l l  mainly 
circular ly  polarized i n  the opposite sense. On passing through the quarter- 
wave plate  the light becomes linearly polarized i n  the horizontal plane and 
therefore passes through the thin f i l m  polarizer. A rotat ing chopper wheel 
carries a vane which blocks the light which has been scattered back from the  
telescope optics and nearby atmosphere. The chopper wheel is phased t o  be 
open when the return light appears a f t e r  the 174 micresecond round t r i p  
t i m e .  The l igh t  is reflected from a dichroic beam splitter through a 10 A 
spectral  filter and through neutral density filters (variable from zero 
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attenuation up to N*D. 12) light is then focussed to a small spot 
on the photocathode of an 
filters allow the simulation of the single photo-elect 
be needed in the LASSO experiment (the satel 
orbit). They also allow the equipment to 
photoelectron level by ranging to a corner reflector located on the water 
tower. An excellent review article by S. K. Poultney gives many details on 
the techniques of accurate time measurements with single photoelectrons. 
omultiplier tube. 
8 
The electronic timing equipment is shown in the block 
_I 7. The start pulse is obtained from a fast photodiode resp 
light from the multilayer thin film polarizer. A standard NIM pulse is formed 
by an Ortec discriminator and passes through an 'or' circuit and a clean up 
discriminator to an event timer/computer combination which records the epoch 
of the outgoing pulse with a resolution of 50 ps. The single photoelectron 
pulse from the photomultipler is amplified by two Hewlett-Packard wide band 
amplifiers and goes to an Ortec 473 constant fraction discriminator which 
minimizes the "walk" in time associated with amplitude fluctuations. A range 
gate is provided by an adjustable width pulse activated by an "alarm clock 
pulse" from the event timer/computer combination. The E G & G fast trigger is 
open only when activiated by the adjustable width pulse. The return pulse 
then passes through the same 'or' circuit as the start pulse and on to the 
event timer where its epoch is recorded in the NOVA 2/10 computer. The 
equipment above the dashed line is located in the telescope dome and that 
below the dashed line is in a trailer adjacent to the dome. 
The event timer is basically a clock which can be read with a resolution 
of 50 ps without stopping it. It can handle up to 100 pulses per second, a 
limit currently imposed by the associated computer. The operation of the event 
timer is illustrated schematically in Figure 8. A 5 MHz external reference 
frequency (currently an HP 5061 cesium standard; for the LASSO experiment a 
hydrogen maser was to have been used) is doubled to 10 MHz inside the event 
timer and operates a synchronous counter. An incoming NIM pulse latches the 
synchronous counter to provide the epoch to 100 ns. The 0.05 ns resolution is 
achieved by a dual slope integrator in which the pulse also starts a capacitor 
charging until it is stopped by an appropriate pulse in the 10 MHz train. The 
capacitor is then discharged in a tinre 250 times longer than the charging 
time, and the discharge time is measured with an 80 MHz oscillator to the 
nearest cycle. Details 08 the basic circuits are given in a University of 
Maryland Technical Report. ( A  new type of event timer is being developed at 
the University of Maryland by C.A. Steggerda with a resolution of 10 to 20 
ps. 1 
* S. K. Poultney, "Single Photon Detection and Timing: Ekperiments and 
Techniques," in Advances 2 Electronics and Electron Physics, vol. 31, edited 
by L. Marton. Academic Press, New York and London (1972). 
C.A. Steggerda, "A Precision Event Timer for Lunar Ranging," University of 
Maryland Technical Report 74-038, November, 1973. 
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Electronic timing equipment at the 1.2 m telescope. 
EVENT TIMER 
5MHr Input froni 
Reference Atomic Standard 
Loser Pulse Synchronous Counter 




Pulse os Vernier Julian Day 
O.lns to 0.111s 
Resolution 
Time 
Event Time of Next 
Time 100ns Pulse 
Fig. 8. Operation of the event t i m e r .  
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Fig. 9. Instrumentation at the USNO. 
Instrumentation at the USNO 
Figure 9 is a block diagram of the equipment installed at the Time 
Services Division of the USNO. The detector is an RCA C30902E silic&i 
avalanche photodiode of the same type used in the LASSO instrumentation 
(reference 2). It has a rise time of 500 ps. We chose it rather than a 
faster detector in order to gain experience with the expected performance of 
the LASSO equipment. A 5 nm band pass spectral filter precedes a 2-inch 
diameter lens which focusses light on the diode. Provision is made for 
adding neutral density filters. The fluctuations in amplitude of the laser 
pulses reaching the detector are quite large due to scintillation effects in 
the 26 km air path across Washington. (It is interesting to note that in 
transmitting to space, the vertical scale height of the atmosphere is only 7 
km). The wide band amplifier, similar to that in the LASSO equipment, 
produces a rise time of about 750 ps, and drives a typical 0.75 v pulse down 
75 feet of l o w  loss RG/8 cable to start a HP 5370A computing counter. The 
stop pulse for the counter comes from the 10 pps train of the USNO Master 
Clock. The measured arrival time of each laser produced pulse at the counter 
with respect to the Master Clock can be stored in an HP 1000 computer. This 
computer can be accessed by telephone connection from the NOVA computer at the 
GORF site and instructed to create a data file which is then transferred from 
the USNO. These are the times "t" to be compared with the times "t," and ''tgll 
defined above in the description of the Einstein Prescription. This analysis 
is done by the computer at the GORF site. 
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SIS OF TYPICAL DATA 
The expected return from the LASSO retro-reflectors on the S I R I O - 2  
satellite in synchronous orbit was at the single photo-electron level. That 
is, not every firing of the laser would produce a detected return event, and 
one must treat the returns in a statistical way, there being only a 
probability of detection for each shot. To simulate this condition we are 
able to add neutral density filters in front of the photo-multiplier. This is 
necessary only when the visibility is very good -- on the order of 15 to 20 
miles. For poorer visibility the single photoelectron detection must be used 
with zero attenuation. We try to simulate the LASSO return with a probability 
of about one detection in ten shots. 
Under these conditions it is convenient to take advantage of the constant 
distance for the horizontal timing link. (The distance to a synchronous 
satellite is also approximately constant for short times; for longer times one 
could fit a smoooth curve to the measured range). We measure first the two- 
way time delay (range) in a statistical way. Then one half of this value is 
taken as the one-way time delay and used to identify "matches" between the 
epoch tl of the sending event and the epoch t of the pulse arrival at the 
USNO. This allows a determination of the time difference between the clock at 
the GORF and the Master Clock at the USNO. A typical time transfer is carried 
out with 1000 transmitted pulses, requiring 100 seconds at the 10 pps firing 
rate. Midway into the run, the HPIOOO computer is instructed to record epochs 
of arrival of pulses at the USNO for the next 100 transmitted pulses and to 
transmit these back to the NOVA computer, creating a data file. (Because of 
scintillations at the USNO detector, a few of the pulses are not detected.) 
Some analyzed results from time transfers carried out 14 minutes apart 
during the evening of 2 July 1982 are shown in Figures 10 and 11 (draftsman's 
copies of the display on the Tektronix graphics terminalattacGd to the NOVA 
2/10 computer). The top histogram in each figure shows the distribution of 
the round trip time measurements. In our earlier notation, the measured 
quantity is 
(t3 + Tin) - (tl - T out ). 
The bottom histogram in each figure shows the distribution of the measured 
time difference between the USNO and the GORF. In our earlier notation, the 
measured quantity is 
t - [(t,- T 1 + < (t3+ Tin) out 
For each of the time transfers, an attenuation of the returned signal by N.D. 
3.5 (approximately 3 x 10 1 was imposed to obtain single photoelectron 
detection. 
3 
For the earlier time comparison of Figure 10, 55 returns were recorded 
out of 1000 shots yielding a measured round trip time of 174.3291 us with a 
standard deviation of 690 ps. The spread in the distribution is caused 








I n s  n 99 MATCHES GIVING A SHIFT OF -0.5126 psec f 0.24 nsec 







20 RETURNS GIVING A RANGE OF 174.3289 psec f 0.39 nsec 
TIME BIN WIDTH 
COMPARISON n 97 MATCHES GIVING A SHIFT OF -0.5124psec f0.40nsec 
F i g .  11. Time Transfer on 2 July 1982 at 04:46 UTC. 
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ting at the single photoelectron level, The spread in the distri n 
ime comparisons is somewhat tighter since no sin n 
detection is involved, For 99 matches, the standard deviation is 240 ps about 
a mean time difference of -512.6 ns. 
For the later time transfer, shown in Figure 11, atmospheric conditions 
had deteriorated somewhat and only 20 returns were detected out of 1000 
shots. The measured round trip time was 174.3289 ps with a standard deviation 
of 390 ps. There were 97 time comparisons, giving a meah time difference of 
-512.4 ns with a standard deviation of 400 ps. The two measurements are 
consistent. 
The standard deviations of the mean for the two time comparisons are 24 
ps and 41 ps respectively. Most of the spread in the distributions is thought 
to be caused by the detector electronics at the USNO as influenced by the 
scintillation induced intensity fluctuations in the light pulses. We intend 
to install a faster detector and circuits whose delay is less sensitive to 
amplitude changes. Also in the future, we intend to replace the 
photomultiplier detector with another photomultiplier having faster response, 
less jitter, and higher quantum efficiency. 
If the Einstein prescription for time comparison were used directly with 
the above data, only 55 comparisons in the first run and 20 in the second run 
would be possible. This would not matter if the measured distributions had 
very small dispersions, but with the present detectors the incorporation of 
the measured round trip time is desirable. In addition, use of the Einstein 
prescription would have required that the arrival times at the USNO be 
recorded for each of the 1000 transmitted pulses and sent back to the GORF 
instead of recording and sending back the 100 pulses in the middle of the 
sequence. 
Calibration of the laser timing link has been accomplished so far only by 
a clock trip of about 30 minutes duration between the USNO and the GORF. The 
portable clock was compared directly with the USNO Master Clock at the HP5370A 
computing counter and by means of the event timer at the GORF with the HP 
cesium beam clock at that site. These are the basic reference points for the 
time comparison. The stability of the clock during the trip, estimated at 1 
to 2 ns, gives the level of calibration. we plan to make measurements of the 
actual delays between the optical detectors and the basic reference points. 
It is hoped that these delays can be determined to 0.1 ns. The laser pulse 
link alone could then establish synchronization at this level which would 
require allowance for the East-West asymmetry in the speed of light mentioned 
earlier as a footnote to the discussion of the Einstein prescription €or time 
comparison. 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE EQUIPMENT 
The details of experimental equipment are often best shown by actual 
photographs, which also convey impressions not achievable with words and 
drawings. The following series of pictures traces the path of a photon 
participating in the light pulse time time transfer as the photon itself might 
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see it. 
Figure 12 is a cutaway a r t i s tw s drawing of the 48-inch (1.2 m) precision 
tracking t e l z c o p e  a t  the GORF.* The opt ical  path through the  telescope shown 
i n  Figure 6 can be better understood by comparing it w i t h  Figure 12. 
computer controls fo r  direct ing the telescope are i n  the room t o  the l e f t .  
Our event t i m e r  and related equipment are located i n  a trailer parked adjacent 
t o  the dome on the  r igh t .  
The 
Figure 13 shows the Newport Research opt ica l  table on which the equipment 
of Figure 5 is  located. The electronic  equipment of Figure 7 is  i n  the  rack 
under the table. The enclosure on top of the table contains f i l t e r e d  a i r  t o  
protect  the optics.  
Figure 14 shows the water tower on the horizon 3.3  km f r o m  the telescope 
as seen through the dome opening. 
Figure 15 is  a picture  of the water tower. The 30 CIU mirror mount can 
been seen on the l e f t  in s ide  t h e  catwalk. The ladder for  climbing the  tower 
is hidden by the t rees .  
Figure 16 is a view of the water tower mirror mount with the f ront  
removed from the aluminum box which protects the mirror from the weather. The 
f ine ly  adjustable mirror mount w a s  made by Aerotech. The micrometers for  
ro ta t ing  about the  horizontal and ver t ica l  axes can be seen a t  the bottom of 
the mount. 
Figure 17 is a picture  of the National Cathedral as seen on the horizon 
from the water tower. Because the  cathedral is on a h i l l ,  the top of its 
tower is s l igh t ly  higher than the Washington Monument. 
Figure 18 is  a picture  of the cathedral tower taken from the ground 
showing the parapets between which the laser pulses enter  and leave. The 
mirror mount cannot be seen from the ground. 
Figure 19 shows the mirror mount on top of the brick stairwell 
enclosure. This is a very so l id  s t ructure  containing a s p i r a l  s ta i rcase.  The 
adjustable mount fo r  the mirror is ident ical  t o  the one on the water tower but 
houses a 25 cm ( IO inch) f l a t  mirror. The reason for  the difference i n  s i zes  
is t h a t  these mirrors w e r e  available from the beam direct ing optics used i n  
the a i r c r a f t  r e l a t i v i t y  experiments with atomic clocks performed i n  1975 and 
1976, described i n  references 1 and 7, and a l so  a t  the last PTTI meeting. 10 
* W e  are very gra te fu l  t o  Michael Fitzmaurice, John Degnan, and others of t h e  
Optical Instrumentation Branch of the Goddard Space Flight Center fo r  kindly 
allowing us t o  use t h i s  excellent f ac i l i t y .  
lo 12.0. Alley, "Introduction t o  Some Fundamental Concepts of General 
Relativity and t o  Their Required U s e  i n  Some Modern Timekeeping Systems," 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth Annual Precise Time and Time Interval  (PTTI) 
Applications =Planning Meeting; NASA Conference Publication 2220, pp. 687 - 
724, December 1 - 3, 1981. 
--- 
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20 shows the domes of USNO framed between parapets with the 
nn t z  and Potomac River i e background, The small dome in the 
center is on top of the Time Services Building and contains the detector and 
corner reflectors. Spectacular views of Washington are seen from the top of 
the cathedral 
- 21 shows the dome on the roof of the Time Serves building, The 
dete lector combination is mounted on an unused telescope mount in the 
center, as seen in Figure 22. The detector/amplifier as86 - 9 is in the cylinder at the top left. The two corner r 
top right. They are the same ones used in the aircraft time transfer 
experiments described in references 1, 7 and 9 and are mounted in the hous 
constructed for the outside of the aircraft, The lower panel of reflectors 
was lent by the Marshall Space Flight Center as* part of the studies for the 
STIFT experiment, It is not presently used. 
Figure 23 shows the top of the cathedral above the trees as seen from the 
roof of the Time Services Building. The green laser flashes come from between 
two smaller parapets at the right. 
Figure 24 looks toward the water tower from the top of the cathedral. 
Since the water tower does not project above the horizon it is not 
distinguishable at its distance of 21.6 km in this daytime photograph. 
However at night, when the laser beam is correctly pointed, the green flashes 
are by far the brightest light in the whole Washington area. 
The final picture in the series, Figure 25, is a reflection in the water 
tower mirror of the many domes at the Goddard Optical Research Facility. The 
large dome on the right, just to the left of the dome on a tower, contains the 
telescope where the trip began, which is also the final destination for the 
photon. 
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Fig. 12. Transmit/Receive telescope at the GORF. 
Fig. 13. Optical and electronic equipment for transmitting and 
receiving laser pulses. 
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F i g o  14. Water tower seen from the telescope.. 
F i g s  15, Water tower seen f r o m  near its base, 
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Fig. 17, National Cakhedral on the  horizon as seen from the  
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8. C a t h e d r a l  t o w e r  rror on C a t h e d r a %  t o w e r ,  
F i g .  2 0 ,  The f r o m  the Cathedral 
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F i g o  21* Dome on the roof of the USNO Time Services B u i l d i n g D  
Fig. 23. Top of the Cathedral seen from the 
roof of the Time Services Building. 
Fig. 24. Looking toward the water tower from the Cathedral, 
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F i g .  25. Domes of the Goddard Optical Research Facility 
reflected i n  the water tower mirror. 
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What's the time constant for a l ign ing  the two mirrors tha t  are a t  D? 
PROFESSOR ALLEY: 
Oh, No! Our electronics engineer, Mr. Steggerda is also an expert a t  
l i n i n g  tha t  up and he can do i t  i n  a matter of 5 or  10 minutes, I guess. 
I t  takes a l i t t l e  longer than t h a t  t o  get a l l  the equipment up on the 
water tower, and so on. B u t  we typically can get a number of measurements 
done during an evening's run of several hours, provided the weather permits. 
We don ' t  have t o  have freedom from cloud cover. In fact cloud cover is  
good because i t  stabilizes' these vertical temperature gradients. 
MR. KAHAN: 
Can you work i n  rain? 
PROFESSOR ALLEY: 
No! No! 
I should say t h a t  we checked w i t h  the airport forecasters -- visibil- 
i t y  however they define i t ,  and I d o n ' t  know quite how they define i t ,  b u t  
i f  i t ' s  less than 6 miles, we begin t o  get into trouble. We like t o  work 
w i t h  visibility of 15 t o  20 miles b u t  we can work w i t h  5 o r  6 miles. B u t  
we cannot work i n  rain or fog. 
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DISCUSSION ON GODD 
DR. ~INKLER~ The United S t  
would have a l i t t l e  group and discuss the various aspects and summarize 
and ask questions. I would l i k e  the audience t o  be as act ive as possible. 
Dr .  Bernard Serene; I talked w i th  him yesterday morning t o  get some new 
information on the status o f  the LASSO project ,  and he regrets tha t  he 
was unable t o  come, obviously, but on the news we received i t  appears 
as Professor A l ley  has already mentioned, tha t  the LASSO i s  not dead. 
Let me begin by giv ing you best regards from our European colleagues 
I n  fact  i t ' s  a very good chance tha t  it might be a series o f  two 
' successors, which w i l l  e i ther  be on a SERIES-2 type s a t e l l i t e ,  two ex- 
periments of course, o r  where i t  w i l l  be on METEORSAT as a piggyback 
effort.  And then as mentioned by Professor A l ley what we w i l l  expect, 
so tha t  we w i l l  have t o  f i n d  out  what i s  going t o  happen. 
I n  looking over the papers which we have heard today and some o f  the 
papers which are s t i l l  t o  come, and we have again the two classes of ex- 
periments o f  techniques: The one-way time transfers using a navigation 
system such as GPS, o r  such as TRANSIT and two-way transmission, using 
a communication s a t e l l i t e  o r  using the ranging signals which are avai lable 
on some o f  the other sa te l l i tes ,  i n  the piggyback fashion. 
I was very much in t r igued by the s l i d e  shown by Mr. Starker today, 
about unscheduled and completely passive o f  comparison between Washington 
and PTB i n  Germany using completely d i f f e r e n t  GPS receivers and achieving 
as we have heard a standard deviat ion of, something l i k e  20 nanoseconds 
over a period o f  10 days which includes a l l  o f  the var ia t ions i n  the two 
clocks, i n  a l l  the c i r c u i t s  and everything. And i t  includes the uncertainty 
o f  the GPS t ime transfer. 
And j u s t  from that, but  a lso when d 
by David Al lan and the NBS group and o t  
have the capab i l i t y  t o  synchronize any two clocks t o  about 20 nanoseconds 
wherever they are. Using the system which, i n  i t s  o r i g ina l  purpose, was 
f a r  from being operational, but  f o r  a time transfer it i s  more than oper- 
at ional  because we have f i v e  s a t e l l i t e s  which can be used and are being 
used. 
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t ions? We have heard today 
these super prec is ion ex- 
periments and I would l i k e  t o  ask maybe anyone t o  answer here, how they 
see the future,  and what r o l e  the laser  i s  going t o  p lay i n  l e t s  say 5 o r  
10 years from now, i s  i t  going t o  be a ca l i b ra t i on  too l  o r  maybe i t  w i l l  
become an operational t oo l?  
PROFESSOR ALLEY: 
The laser  has the  immediate disadvantage of not being able t o  go through 
clouds, a t  l e a s t  i n  the powers avai lab le t o  c i v i l i a n  users. But, I th ink  
as a c a l i b r a t i o n  technique i t  could p lay a very important par t  i n  the 
future. 
I would th ink,  for  example, i f  we could ca l i b ra te  using 1/10 nano- 
seconds lase r  pulses, the GOES pos i t ion ing s a t e l l i t e s  are few, and the 
GOES pos i t ion ing  s a t e l l i t e s  were as they were t i e d  d i r e c t l y  t o  a master 
clock, f o r  example, a t  the Naval Observatory then using the conventional 
readouts, one could improve on the global t ime transfer from the ten  nano- 
second leve l  down t o  the precis ion o f  which the GPS i s  capable which i s  
a t  the one nanosecond, o r  perhaps even bet ter .  
DR. W INKLER: 
That i s  c e r t a i n l y  an i n te res t i ng  comment, because we hear about develop- 
ments o f  c locks which are capable o f  keeping time down t o  the 10th o f  a 
nanosecond and i t  i s , a  question what u t i l i t y  they would have without a 
be t te r  readout capabi l i ty .  That question has been ra ised several times, 
and I th ink  i t  has not been answered sa t i s fac to r i l y .  
I would l i k e  t o  ask Dr.  Decker about h i s  estimate, I mean t h a t  may 
be an ind isc re te  question; but  i t  i s  a planning meeting and we ought t o  
discuss these things as candidly as possible. 
What i s  your present assessment o f  t h i s  STIFT experiment? 
DR. DECKER: 
Well, a t  the  present time, t h i s  is a study place, so i t ' s  not  an approved 
colloquium. And i t  i s  ra ther  d i f f i c u l t  t o  s t a r t  any new program today 
because a l l  agencies are su f fe r ing  from budgetary problems. 
The system, as present ly studied by NASA, would be o f  benef i t  t o  
. a large outside user group and i n  order t o  get  something l i k e  t h i s  
going, I t h i n k  one needs the  support o r  the expression o f  i n te res t  
from outs'ide users t o  NASA t o  support the s t a r t  o f  such a program. 
So, a t  the present time, we do no t  have any committed s t a r t  o r  
s t a r t  o f  t he  development o f  t h i s  STIFT system. 
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DR e W I NKLER : 
And so i t  i s  a concept, essentia 
for support? 
looking f o r  sponsors 
DR. DECKER: 
That's r igh t .  
DR. WINKLER: 
And as I heard, Mr .  Starker, today, your experiment i s  apparently going 
i n  f u l l  force, i s  t ha t  true? 
MR. STARKER: 
Yes, you are r i gh t .  It i s  i n  f u l l  force and it can be, and there i s  no 
doubt that  i t  i s  a decision o f  great determination. 
And t o  your question about laser o r  microwave l inks,  I come from a 
microwave Ins t i t u te ,  and I th ink  tha t  microwave l i n k s  w i l l  be the 
operational t oo l  f o r  time t ransfer  and laser  w i l l  be used as a ca l ibra-  
t i o n  tool,  perhaps. And f o r  us, not the highest experiencing i s  our aim 
i n  t h i s  f i r s t  experiment w i th  dual l inks .  We f ind t h a t  the experimental 
technique t o  use a computer and a noise code as time signals, i s  a very 
important th ing which can be used wi th  communication s a t e l l i t e s  o r  w i th  
low-orbit ing sa te l l i tes ,  as well .  And t h i s  i s  our ,aim- and we made some 
experiments t o  o f f e r  as proof and we got also precisions o f  smaller than 
1 nanosecond. 
DR. W I N KL E R : 
Your presentation presented us w i th  such a wealth o f  in terest ing i n f o r -  
mation and in te res t ing  deta i ls ,  I r e a l l y  th ink  you should look very 
care fu l l y  through your panel paper. 
very wise f o r  ESA t o  establ ish much closer relat ionships w i th  t h i s  
European group and f i n d  out  how we could possibly par t i c ipa te  --- what 
p o s s i b i l i t i e s  s t i l l  exists? As we have heard, one o f  the main d r i v ing  
objectives i n  the German experiment i s  t o  gain experience i n  using 
clocks i n  space. x 
But i t  appears t o  me t h a t  i n  Europe the schedules-- t ha t  i t  may be 
DR. DECKER: 
I have a question. 
l a r  experiment? You said i t  was the f i r s t  one? 
Do you have any plans i n  the fu tu re  f o r  t h i s  part icu- 
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wo ve no , up t o  now. 
DR. WINKLER: 
Well, we can change,the subject, i n  tha t  t h i s  panel member say something 
about whose point .  of view .they have i n  GPS s a t e l l i t e s  and time transfers. 
MR. TALLEY: 
Well, I guess there's a t  l eas t  one comment w i th  regard t o  the laser and 
tha t ' s  probably contrary t o  Dr.  Al ley 's in terest ,  we have never had a l o t  
o f  in te res t  t r y i n g  t o  do laser  tracking o f  one o f  our s a t e l l i t e s  i n  order 
t o  separate the ephemeris from our clock information. We recognize tha t  
as data base l ine ,  and many o f  us who are involved i n  clocks, are involved 
i n  the ephemeris evaluation are interested i n  that. 
There has been considerable reluctance on the pa r t  on the program 
o f f i c e r s  t o  sponsors such an ac t i v i t y .  And they are s t i l l  working i t  
they are interested i n  NRL doing that, and the groundwork has been la id ,  
and I --- wel l  i t  hasn't happened yet. 
DR. WINKLER: 
Right now, I th ink  there are two aspects which I don' t  th ink have been 
su f f i c i en t l y  emphasized. One i s  tha t  the laser  propagation is ,  from a 
physics po in t  o f  view, a cleaner one. That you do not  have t o  be t h i s  
unknown dispersion; there i s  no noticeable, o r  not as large i n  the 
texture coming from the tropospheric water vapor. And the same th ing i s  
t rue  from any atmospherics. True i n  pr inc ip le ,  tha t ' s  very interest ing.  
But there i s  a second aspect which I th ink  tha t  we should not for- 
get, t ha t  i t  i s  i n t r i n s i c a l l y  an u l t r a  secure way o f  accessing a we l l -  
known object. It i s  much more secure than any microwave system ever i s  
going t o  be. And I think t h a t  the program o f f i c e  has not considered tha t  
aspect yet. But I think i t  would be a very powerful motive t o  inves t i -  
gate the use o f  lasers f o r  special purposes, i n  conjunction wi th  very 
high precision cal ibrat ion.  
MR. TALLEY : 
Would you l i k e  t o  have some statu: f o r  the general audience as t o  where 
our GPS clocks are? 
DR. WINKLER: 
I th ink tha t  would be most useful. 
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m 
d two of them cesium-clocks. r u n n i n x  .-..We have 
radiat ing i n  L Bandcontrolled-by a crystal clock. NAVSTAR 1 is still 
being tracked w i t h  the ~ L M A ~  f i l t e r  and i t  is being updated and has a 
NAV message t h a t  can be tracked. We have several satellites t h a t  are 
ready t o  be launched and are only waiting for a stage vehicle t o  p u t  t h  
UP* 
We actually have three vehicles i n  storage and the fourth one goin 
in to  thermal vac tests this week. The development of the satellites t h  
selves are almost done as far as the contractor is concerned for the f i  
demons t ra  t i on phase 
We are about 18 months late i n  launching our next one. We had a 
rather drastic propulsion failure i n  December of las t  year, just about a 
year ago now, and so tha t  was a significant setback i n  getting them on 
o r b i t  and now we have a heavier version of the satell i te w i t h  what we 
call the secondary payload and we have t o  have a new stage vehicle. And 
tha t  stage vehicle has had difficulties i n  terms of its nozzel. 
when t h a t  i s  solved we will be launching, bu t  not before June of '83. 
The data that was shown on GPS comparison was not from a cesium clock bu t  
from a rubidium clock, which was on NAVSTAR 3. 
If and 
DR. WINKLER: 
T h a t  is a very interesting comment. Just by looking a t  the observatory 
data,  i t s  clock is performing extremely well and if  i t  were not for the 
need to  re-set i t  frequently because i t  has such a large rate due t o  i t g  
aging b u t  i t  can be modeled as a quadratic state extremely well and oveP 
10 days has residuals less than  10 nanoseconds using a quadratic model. 
Unfortunately, you can't do i t  longer for about 14 days because then 
you see the recycle 500,000 microseconds the other way and change the fre- 
quency and your model needs to be picked up again because you d o n ' t  know 
what actually happened t o  t h a t  clock, bu t  the rubidium has the capability 
i n  space, i n  that particular case t o  give extra ordinarily good service, 
Well, maybe we should invite some questions from the audience. Yes 
s i r ,  could you please give your name for the record. 
DR. ROBERT VESSOT, Smi thsonian 
I don ' t  t h i n k  t h a t  i n  the past there has been as great a discrepancy or 
difference between the alleged accuracy of the atomic clocks and the means 
by which this accuracy can be conveyed about the world? 
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suspicion tha 
means f o r  comparison a t  a greater ra te now than ever 
you care t o  d i  cuss t h i s  po in t  and the f a c t  t ha t  a t  
act ion i s  l i k e  y t o  be needed, what act ion can be taken? 
-.' 
DR. W I N KL E R : 
, Any comments? 
MR. TALLEY: 
I have one comment wi th  regard t o  GPS i n  t h i s  area. As f a r  as our observa- 
t i o n  i n  o r b i t  i s  concerned, from the GPS program po in t  o f  view, it i s  
through KALMAN f i l t e r  observations a t  the master control  s ta t ion and if we 
look a t  two o f  the clocks one of which has a temperature coef f ic ient  on the 
rubidium and one has a suspicion o f  a var ia t ion  i n  beam current i n  the 
cesium, the KALMAN doesn't show the diurnal  ef fect .  Yet we are h igh ly  sus- 
picious t h a t  the clocks have these variat ions. 
ter iorated t o  some extent. 
Q 
I think t h a t  the a b i l i t y  t o  look a t  the clocks on the ground has de- 
We are working t o  t r y  t o  separate that .  
DR. W I NKLER: 
I happen t o  completely agree w i th  him on h i s  comments, t ha t  t h i s  i s  true. 
That, i n  fact ,  years from now, we're not going t o  have any means t o  u t i l i z e  
much bet ter  clocks which we can expect t o  have. I th ink  tha t  there are 
d e f i n i t e  gaps i n  our planning and development. We are t a l  king about many ex- 
periments but now not one o f  them w i l l  be useful a t  the one nanosecond level  
w i th  the possible exception o f  the GPS system, but t h i s  w i l l  require some 
doing. 
Further discussion on the clocks? 
MR. WHITWORTH, JHU/APL 
I ' d  l i k e  t o  ask what determinations have been made as t o  what sor t  o f  t i m -  
i n g  accuracy can be del ivered t o  user spacecraft by GPS? 
MR. TALLEY: 
Well, i t ' s  a l i t t l e  out o f  my f ie ld ,  but I'll attempt t o  comment. 
t h a t  we can, w i th  the proper equipment on board, t ha t  we can approach the 
un i t s  nanoseconds transfer capabi 1 i ty. 
on board i n  s a t e l l i t e s  but i t  seems t o  be w i th in  the capab i l i t y  range. 
I assume 
2 
I think t h a t  t ha t  w i l l  take some special equipment tha t ' s  not presently 
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I would like 
ber t h a t  we'r 
the operators who make the adjustments t o  operate the system are making de- 
liberate changes from time t o  time and i n  order t o  gain experience. 
compl etel y agree 
devel o ~ e n t a l  stage and 
' 
I t h i n k  some operational changes will be required t o  reach that bu t  i n  
my opinion, i t 's  entirely possible t o  obtain the one nanosec 
PROFESSOR ALLEY: 
I ' d  like t o  address a question t o  Mr. Talley i n  relation t o  the question 
from the audience. I've heard t h a t  the GPS is now considering spacecraft 
t o  spacecraft communication and synchronization. Is i t  possible, tel l  us 
more about this plan. 
MR. TALLEY: 
Well, you've heard right. There is  a significant study i n  t h a t  area. I t  
i s  not t o  improve the performance tha t  we've been demonstrating i n  this 
phase one, i t  is  addressing a survivability question, an autonomy out be- 
yond 14 days; up to ,  like, 180 days. I t  i s  true that i t  i s  being worked 
and studied. I t  would require considerably more computational capability 
on board the spacecraft than i s  currently available b u t  i t  does appear t o  
be feasible i n  concept form. 
PROFESSOR ALLEY: 
Do the antennas permit this sort o f  t h ing  or  will new antennas be required? 
MR. TALLEY: 
I believe that the antennas would be satisfactory. 
DR. WINKLER: 
Are there any more questions? 
MR. ALLAN: 
Mr. Starker, I ' d  like t o  a lso congratulate him on an excellent paper bu t  
my one comment i n  regard t o  t h a t  i s  that between his s i t e  and PTB there's 
a very short baseline and using GPS i n  common view you could probably ap- 
preciate about one nanosecond because o f  the large removal of the ephem- 
eris error and we would o f  course, be extremely interested i n  t h a t  t ie .  
In the February time frame, we will loan one of the NBS type receivers t o  
the PTB and you would be able t o  conduct such an experiment. T h i s  would 
give you a tie t o  PTB a t  the one nanosecond level. 
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R: 
Can I repeat? One of the resu l ts  which you repor 
t r o l  Symposium tha t  over a period o f  2 o r  3 weeks the residuals i n  common 
view mode between NBS and Washington using precisely the same sa te l l i t es ,  
the t i m e  difference i n  data, was on the order of 2 nanoseconds. 
a t  the Frequency Con- 
MR. ALLAN: 
That ' s correct. 
MR. STARKER: 
We would be very interested i n  such measurements and as soon as the PTB 
would have the  GPS receiver, we would have also the p o s s i b i l i t y  t o  c a l i -  
brate our receiver which i s  delayed up t o  now. 
PROFESSOR ALLEY: 
I ' d  l i k e  t o  re tu rn  t o  our e a r l i e r  discussion, M r .  Starker. I don' t  want 
t o  leave the impression t h a t  the STIFT planners have not had t h a t  k ind o f  
mutual in te res t  but they d i d  not f i nd  anyone wi th in  the NASA o rgan in t ion .  
DR. W INKLER: 
Not up u n t i l  now. Any more question, please? I would l i k e  t o  ask about 
GPS denial o f  access t o  time? 
MR. TALLEY: 
Well, again, t h i s  i s  not something tha t  I worry about and t a l k  about 
every day. But i t  does border on a c lass i f ied type o f  discussion. 
personally suspect tha t  before the system goes operational there w i l l  be- 
come contamination o f  the GPS signal as we know i t today. I think i t  w i l l  
not  be such t h a t  -- recognized users would s t i l l  be able t o  decode i t  and 
make i t  avai lable i n  a sense tha t  i s  would s t i l l  be useful.  
I 
DR . W I N KL ER : 
Maybe we can shorten the discussion f we say -- I should have mentioned 
tha t  the paper which was given, I believe one o r  two years ago, a t  t h i s  
conference by somebody from the GPS Program Office. 
Tennant. I want t o  know whether any s ign i f i can t  change has occurred? 
I th ink i t  was Capt. 
MR. TALLEY: 
I don't  reca l l  exact ly h i s  position, I was here when he gave the paper; 
gave h i s  ta lk .  I believe tha t  he d id  give some assurance tha t  the signal 
would not be contaminated and I believe tha t  t ha t  i s  not correct  and tha t  
i s  how things stand today. 
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bel ieve tha t  Dave A 
i s  expected and maybe he w 
react t o  the contamination* 
pe o f  contami na 
care t o  comment on how c ~ v i ~ i a n  u 
MR. ALLAN: 
Basically, I th ink  we cannot t a l k  about these kinds o f  techniques, but the 
common view approach would el iminate some o f  the problems tha t  would be 
encountered and I th ink t h i s  w i l l  al low us t o  s t i l l  use the system even 
under some disturbed circumstances. 
So, I th ink  tha t  the system w i l l  be continued. 
DR. W I NKLER : 
Ins t inc t i ve ly ,  I have a fee l ing  that  the system i s  o f  very great use r i g h t  
now. 
On the other hand, we have t o  be prepared. Not one of the systems 
can be guaranteed t o  work when we need i t  and there i s  nothing more i m -  
portant i n  time systems than t o  have a common in ter face t o  al low us t o  get 
t i m e  f rom one of the other many coordinated systems. 
That's the whole purpose o f  coordination. 
Well, I think, M r .  Chairman, tha t  we have f in ished now and I thank 
you very much. 
MR. KAHAN: 
I would l i k e  t o  thank a l l  of these speakers t h i s  afternoon. 
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